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PREFACE 
'fhis thesis discusses the three major aspects of information 
retrieval -- indexing, storage, and retrievalo 'fhe history and some of 
the basic techniques are reviewed with special emphasis on those areas 
which are applicable to computer processingo 
Concluding this thesis is a description of a production informa-
tion retrieval system developed for the Research and Development Depart-
ment of Phillips Petroleum Companyo Included are samples of inquiries 
and the resulting output. 
I wish to acknowledge and express my appreciatio:i;i. to all the indi-
viduals who assisted in the preparation of this reporto I am particu-
larly indebted to Mr. Ho Po Luhn (posthumously) for his advice and 
counselo Also 9 I wish to thank Mrso Molly Wolfe and Mro Lo Ho Dilliman 
for their assistance in testing and programming. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 
The technological -- and non-technical - information has been 
increasing at an ever-increasing rateo The 00 Information Explosion°0 
problem has been recognized for many years but only in the last seven 
or eight years have steps been taken to relieve the scientist9 engineer~ 
and researcher from the awesome task of keeping up with all the infor-
mation impinging on his work areao The thousands of technical journals~ 
papers, and letters deluge the technical and professional people to 
such an extent that he is only able to scan. a small percentage of the 
material for the pertinent facts relating to his worko This lack of 
pertinent information leads to losses for his employer in the form of 
reduced creative effort, duplication of effort and voids in the techni= 
cal communications so necessary in a progressive and successful 
companyo 
This thesis reviews the history of statistical information 
retrieval and discusses the various aspects in detailo The thesis 
also describes a statistical information retrieval system on which 
the author was principally responsible for the design and specifi= 
cationo In order to relate the detailed material~ reviews are 
presented in the appropriate chapters discussing the materialo 
1 
2 
History 
With the advent of the electronic computer, such men as Jo W. 
Haucbly (1) in 1949, (co-inventor of ENIAC and UNIVAC, t)ie first elec• 
tronic digital computers). envisioned the use of computers for 
documentation and library science activitieso But it was several 
years before the computer sciences developed high-speed storage capac• 
ities to make information storage and retrieval a practical and 
economical undertakingo Several more years went by before H. P. Luhn 
(2) and M. Taube (3) gained recognition for their ideas on automatic 
information storage and retrievalo 
One of the first mentions of a statistical approach to informa-
tion retrieval was a paper by Ho Po Luhn presented to the American 
Chemical Society in April, 1957 (4)o Mro Luhn talks of automatic 
encoding of documents using frequency as a criteria for selecting 
keywords or notions to represent a docwnento But, more important to 
this thesis, Mro Luhn discussed the statistical aspects of communi-
cating ideas or conceptso He reasoned, "In order to communicate an 
idea, we break it down into a series of little ideas, ioeo • more 
elementary ideas (words) for which previous and common experience 
might have led to an agreement of meaningo" The natural extension of 
this principle enable the expression of more complex concepts as 
combinations of the elemental ideas (or keywords or descriptors)o 
Now, the statistical assumption cm which Mro Luhn bases his thesis is 
that similar ideas will have II as common denominators• the same 
elemental ideaso Or as Mro Luhn states "Thus the statistical 
probability of combinations of similar ideas being similarly inter-
3 
preted must be very bigho" This is Mr .. Luhn' s case for keyword index-
ing of literary materialo 
The case for retrieving an idea or notion based on this same 
principle will therefore be valido An inquiry for information can 
also be represented by selected elemental ideas or notions ;hus 
putting the documented and inquiry information on the sam~ basis .. 
Now• the retrieval of information pertinent to a particular 
inquiry can be accomplished by matching the elemental ideas (keywords) 
of the inquiry with those of the documented inf ormationo When the 
documented information obtains a required level of matches with 
inquiry ideas (keywords). the pertinency of the document.to the 
inquiry is assuredo The number of matches required depends on the 
type of documents. depth of indexing and the detail of the inquiryo 
Taube and his associates are credited with the first tests of 
statistical association for information indexingo Much of Taube's 
early work parallels that of Mro Luhno 
The above principles evolved into an information indexing 
technique called "coordinate concepts .. " The ideas (keywords) are 
thought of as the coordinate values of a concept (document) in a 
n-dimensional space, where "n" would be the number of ideas (keywords) 
used to represent the concept (document) .. A detailed example of 
the coordinate concept technique is given in Chapter 4o 
CHAPTER II 
INDEXING 
The over-all problem of information storage and retrieval can 
be divided into three areas=- indexing 9 storagej and retrievale The 
next three chapters are devoted to developments in these areas and~ 
where applicable, the authorvs contributions while working in infor= 
mation processingo 
Indexing of information is probably as old as written history9 
beginning with the classification of documents in ancient libraries 
and data collected by early astronomerso The two major purposes for 
indexing or classification are (1) ease of storage and retrieval and 
(2) identificationo This chapter is mainly concerned with storages 
and retrieval indexing 9 but benefits are derived from taxonomy 
techniques (Tanimoto) for categorizing unknown information into kn~wn 
groupingso 
Manual Indexing 
The subject headings in the local library are probably the best 
knowno Indexing can be the classification of information into fixed 
conceptso Subject headings for example~ or concepts can be extracted 
directly from the information and used as the indexo The type of 
indexing depends on the material to be indexed and the depth of 
4 
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indexirig required or desired. Subject headings are gener•lly used as 
broad categories of interest, whereas inde•s, based on conceptaa 
extracted from the material being in•~d, are usually deep and relate 
to detailed information of a complex nature. 
Manual indexing for computer information retrieval (IR) systems 
is usually based on an extensive vocabulary developed from the tyPe 
of ::f.nfomatioa being indexedo For example, the vocabulary or thesarus 
sponsored by the Joint Engineers Council bas between five and six 
thousand keyword descriptors, which are sufficient for indexing most 
engineering.material not including speciality vocabularies, such.as 
chemical compounds. Use of this type of thesarus requires the indexer 
to read the document to be indexed extracting the key concepts and 
then, correlate these with the thesarus, choosing a synonym or generic 
key concept if the extracted concept is not in the thesaruso But, 
usiq this fixed thesarus induces limitations in vocabulary expansion 
and causes additional effort in indexing the documeutso The author has 
experienced some advantages in allowing the indexer to use any keyword 
concepts extracted from the documents but providing for some vocabulary 
control. Advantages are faster indexing and an open-ended vocabulary 
which changes with the introduction of new concepts and meaningso 
This principle of indexing gives the system a statistical nature, ioeo, 
introduces the probability that the documents pertaining to a particu-
lar request will be indexed under some of the keywords used to describe 
tl)e request. 
To further specify the indexing of particularly complex illforma,,-.. 
tion, several methods are used which rel•te the index teflll to the· 
document subjecto The first of these is an extension of ind'extng· · 
6 
called a "role indicatoro" This coded indicator accompanies the key-
word and shows the relationship to the main subject. In the Engineers 
Joint Council system. the keyword indexing of a primaey topic of a 
document is followed by an "8'' and a keyword indicating the input or 
raw material used in a documented process would have a "l" to show 
this relationship to the topico 
A second method called "link" codes are used to group the k(!ywords 
in a document discussing several topics into their related categories. 
Although the above methods reduce the misconceptions, all tll 
systems have inherent weaknesses in the manner in which they handle 
synonyms, semantics, and syntaxo 
Synonyms - Two or more words having the same or nearly 
the same meaningo 
Semantics - Changes in the meanings of words with the 
passage of timeo 
Syntax - A change in the order of word phrases which 
also changes the meaning. 
Some IR systems attempt to reduce the effect of these weaknesses by 
introducing more complex indexingo But, the more complex indexing 
will not completely eliminate these weaknesses and will also intro-
duce inefficiencies Which cause most systems of this complexity to 
be impracticalo 
This author chooses to cope with the above weaknesses by exploit-
ing the information available from the inquirero For instance• the 
inquirer will furnish synonyms. if any, for all keywords in i:in 
inquiry and the computer system will search the synonyms 11 setting 
7 
them equivalent to the original keywordo 
In the case of semantic changes, the type of vocabulary used will 
determine the extent of this problemo With a fixed vocabulary, it is 
necessary to periodically up-date the entire file with a new vocalbu-
lary incoTporating these semantic changeso However, using an open-ended 
vocabulary allows the semantic changes to be introduced as new infor-
mation is processed• thus up-dating on a continual basiso 
In most IR systems, syntax is a problem left to the indexer and 
inquirer. This is not considered to be a significant problem despite 
the considerable attention given in the literatureo When 4 syntactical 
error occurs, it is usually quite apparent and easUy correctedo 
The following steps summarize the indexing technique which this 
author has used with considerable successo 
lo Extract keywords for indexing from the context of the 
documento 
2. Assign role indicators qualifying the keywords to the 
contexto 
3o Exercise vocabulary control as an option to the indexero 
4. Place the responsibility for synonyms and syntax on 
the inquiry or retrieval portion of the systemo 
Although this technique of indexing is not unique. the author's review 
or IR literature did not disclose any systems using the above open-
ended vocabulary with corresponding retrieval techniqueo 
Automatic Indexing 
Cc,mputer mechanization has successfully conquered the storage and 
retrieval of inforaai;~~ and the degree of this success continues to 
increase aa better and more sophisticated equipment and techniques 
become available. But• the mechanization of indexing (hereafter 
referred to aa automatic indexing) seems to defy solutions which are 
both effective and economically feasible. For automatic indexing to 
be effective• methods have to be developed to mechanicall::, scan the 
printed text and extract or assign indexes which will sufficiently 
described the contents of the text for future retrieval. 
Review 
8 
Luhn (5) • Maron (6), Doyle (7) and Tanimoto (8) have attempted 
automatic indexing using various techniques, but with limited success. 
These techniques range from methods using the original text to methods 
which modify or classify manual indexing. One of the earlier methods 
used was simply frequency counts. This involves counting the number 
of occurrences of significant words (non-significant words are elimin• 
ated by using selected lists) from a text. Those having high counts. 
and considered representative are used to index the text. This tech-
nique has obvious shortcomings which are inherent in our natural 
language. The most common of these being the possibility of having 
a major concept tied to one word which may only occur once. 
Many of the techniques used in automatic indexing experiments are 
baaed on "factor analysis" and, as such• can be referred to as classi-
fic4tion. Factor analysis has been used to classify information in a 
variety of ways -- modifying inpQts and multi-interpretation of 
outputs. Experiments in this area have also been referred to as facet 
analysis and latent class analysis, but basically the work is as 
9 
follows. 
The technique of Factor Analysis is statistical in nature and is 
not designed to handle or extract exact data. Items which are classi• 
fied under numerous categories have the most applicability to this 
technique, such as an information retrieval system where a do~ument is 
classified under a fixed vocabulary or a personnel file where an 
employee may be classified under numerous headings, Factor Analysis 
provides a means of reducing tha number of categories or headings 
necessary to describe an item, Essentially, it groups the dependent 
categories into a new derived category and provides a quantitative 
means of describing an item in terms of this new set of categpries, 
This same procedure can be performed on several levels and could be 
used to organize storage rather than reduce it, Should large scale 
random storage of information ever become a reality. this technique 
combined with Barycentric Coordinatesl could be developed into a very 
useful tool, 
Associative Analysis 
Before Factor Analysis, the associative relationship of items to 
be classified and the desired categories are establishedo This sec• 
tion describes this relationship and shows a simple comparison 
analysis for automatically assigning items to pre-assigned categories. 
Most information or data processing problems involve some form 
of classification. Either an item is to be found that is classified 
1 Barycen~T.C coordinates are the coordinating values assigned 
to represent a desired loca,tion {item, concept) in relation to a 
number of fixed locations (items, concepts). 
under certain categories or it is desired to store an item under 
certain categories. This item could be data, relative information• 
etc. 
Assuming some form of classification, a matrix can be generated 
of items (I1) versus categories (Cj) in Figure 1. 
• • • 
Il x11 X12 X13 0 0 0 xij 
I2 x21 • 
I3 
~l 0 (Xij) 
14 X41 
• 
0 
• 
Ii xil 
i ""number of items 
j • number of categories 
Figure 1.. Classification Matrix 
This classification.matrix could be called item-category, document-
keyword or named for any other data which is classified0 
10 
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One of the first applications can be found in the simple comp•ri· 
80!'1 of one item against some pre-assigned groups of items. For.,na1.JiPle1 
aay it is deairec:i to classify personnel in pre-assigned classes• 25-30, 
30-40, or 40 plus yea:cs of age and male or female categories. Now• the 
personnel file is to be grouped by different age brackets ands~. Each 
new employee would have a profile record in terms of the above categor-
ies1 and this profile would be compared with the group profile to 
determine which group the new employee vould be assigned to: 
c1 • 25 - 30 years of age. 
C2 • 30 - 40 years of age. 
c3 • 40 plus years of age. 
c5 • female. 
11 • group of all females 25 - 30 years of age. 
12 • group of all males 25 - 30 years of age. 
I 3 • group of all females 30 - 40 years of age. 
'l1d.s. &louping could· he expressed in a M.td.x similar to matrix {ll. 
25-30 30-40 40+ Male P.emale 
Female• 25'!0!30 1 0 0 0 1 
Male, 25-30 1 0 0 1 0 
Female 1 30-40 0 1 0 0 1 
Male, 30•40 0 1 0 1 0 
P'emale 1 40+ 0 0 1 0 1 
Male, 4o+ 0 0 1 l Q 
Figure 2. Example Data Matrix 
Then, given a vector profile of a new employee -- for example, a 
woman who is 35 years old, 
(01001) 
The tranapoae of thi' profile vector can now be aultiplied l>y the 
matrix in Figures 2. 
12 
(1) 
13 
New Product 
25 ... _30 3.0-40 40+ Male Female Employee Vector 
·1 ( ' Female. 25-30 1 0 0 0 1 0 l I 1 1 :( 
I 
l l ;; Male, 25-30 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 ! l 
.J 
I I 
I 
Female, 30-40 0 1 0 0 1 0 l 2 
r 
.r 
I I 
' 
I 
,, 
! Male, 30-40 1 I 0 1 0 0 l 0 J l I Female, 40+ 0 0 "I 0 l 1 l I .I. 
J Male, 40+ 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Figure 3. Example Classification 
The largest element of the product vector in (Figure 3.) gives the 
group to which the new employee will be assigned (this is group for 
female, 30-40 in the example). Although it may not be practical in the 
above example, weights could be assigned to the profile vector in order 
to establish some desired priorityo 
Factor Analysis 
The technique kncwn as Factor Analysis is very useful in grouping data 
or eliminating the dependent categories of datao Assuming an example 
such as the matrix in Figure lo (having numerous items and numerous 
classifications). it may be required to eliminate the dependent cate-
gories, ioe. • categories which are highly correlated with other 
cateaories. By application of this technique. any set of categories 
can be grouped into a new category labeled as the "cen.ter of gravity" 
of the original set of categories. Any of the original sets can be 
represented by a a:f.11gle point which is- given the relative weights of 
the categories from the original aeto 
The first operation in factor analysis is to determine th• cate-
14 
gory associative matrix. This is accomplished by multiplyu,.a matrix 
(Figure 1.) by its transpose to get a matrix which is known as the 
variance-co-variance matrix. This multiplication. insures tba require-
menta for an eigenvalue aualysis• i.e •• the determinant o( the 
associative matrix is equal to zero. The elements CA1j) in the 
associative matrix indicate the relative correlation. between the ill!. 
and the j.s!'L categories in matrix (Figure 1.). 
All Al2 Al3 • • 0 Aij 
~l A22 
A31 
• 
0 (Aij) 
• 
Ajl 
i IIIC l., O O O ,j 
j • 1, 0 •• ,j 
Figure 4, Associative ~trix 
15 
On the matrix in Figure 4, the second operation is to proceed with an 
•isenvalue analysis by subtracting a A from the diagonal ele~ents 
of the associative matrix• and the resulting determinant titlleS (-l)j is 
expanded to a poly-nominal of the order j. This is called the "charac• 
teristic polynominal" of the associative matrix and is solved for the 
j roots of • These roots are kn.own as "Characteristic values" 
or eignevalues of the associative matrix. 
For an example of eigenvalue analysis• the following conditions 
are assumed. 
Group 
1 
2 
3 
3 group classifications 
4 possible attributes 
TABLE I 
GROUP ATTRIBUTES 
. ttributes 
A B c 
0 1 1 
1 0 l 
1 l 0 
D 
0 
0 
1 
The responses of the groups to the attributes are shown in Table lo 
There responses form the classification matrix in Figure So 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 1 0 
l 1 0 1 
Figure So Example Matrix 
This matrix is multiplied by its transpose to give the .. sociative 
matrix in Figure 6. 
r 2 1 
t : 
1 
2 1 
1 3 
Pigure 6. Example Matrix 
16 
For the eigenvalues, a .,l is subtracted from the di4goaal elements, 
and the resulting determinant is expanded to give Equatic,n 2. 
).3 - 7 A.2 + 13 A - 7 • 0 (2) 
the roots, of which, are: 
A1 • 1 
A.2 • 3 + -v 2 (3) 
'~ 3 - "'12 /\.3 • 
The characteristic value in (3) are called eigenvalues. 
Now, it is necessary to lend some interpretation to these 
eigenvectors. First, the as.sociative matrix is symmetrical since it is 
the product of a matrix times its transpose. Therefore, the geometri• 
cal representation of the space described by the associative matrix is 
the surface of an-dimensional ellipsoid. For diagrammatic reasons, 
Figure 7 is shown -- the second-order surface or a three-dimensional 
.. 
ellipsoid as an exaa.ple. 
17 
x 
x 
R • RADIUS VECTOR 
y 
Figure 7. Geometrical Representation of Eigenvalues 
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Any vector X ·• (x1• x2• x3) in three dimensions has the si_gn:l.fi• 
cance of the "radius vector" r which connects an arbitrary point on the 
ellipsoid surface with the surface origin. When the point on the sur• 
face is in the position where a tangent to the surface is perp~dicular 
to the radius vector r. it indicates a principal axis at t~at point. 
It can be shown (9) that the eigenvalues A j are each the 
reciprocal of the square of the distance rand. therefore. r is expressed 
as the reciprocal of the square root of ..\. • 
1 
r• vX (4) 
wh~re r represents a principal axis. Hence• a large eigenvalue means 
that in the direction of a certain principal axis• the ellipsqid sur-
face is ne'arer the center of origin and vice versa. Therefore• all 
ei.envalues of a syumetrical matrix of real numbers are real and not 
complex. 
For the example in Figure 5, the eigenvalues are interpreted as 
the radius vectors of a sec;ond-order surface. 
The radius vector r 2 shows to be the principal axis nearest the origin 
and Group 2 of Table I has the highest correlation with all responses. 
The factor analysis technique seeks to derive from word associ• 
ation in representative documents, and automatically generated 
claaaification for use in actual indexing. Other techniques usiug 
this inter-relationship among words are referenced under the "Theory 
of Clumps," "Facet Analysis" and others, most of which are modifica-
tions of factor analysis. 
The following are two of the most promising techniques in 
automatic indexing, although varying degrees of processing and pre-
liminary term assignment are required. 
Latent Cl91s Apalysis 
19 
The latent class analysis approach of Bak.er (10) to problems of 
automatic classification is theoretical rather than experimental in 
nature. Baker clai1118 that the latent claaa model developed for the 
determination of sub-classes among individuals responding to a ''Yes/No" 
questionnaire would have application to the categorization and search 
of information. The model would be based on a response pattern which 
indicates the presence or absence of clue words or phrases in processed 
documents and the analysis yields an ordering ratio which would serve 
as a weighting factor. 
This technique requires key words be assigned to the documents 
and these be processed against a number of clue words which have 
been selected to represent the sub-classes. Baker admits·, "The 
determination of appropriate key words to identify each document is 
a problem of major dimensions for which an adequate solution does not 
presently exist." Others c011111enting on the latent class technique 
20 
indicate that they feel the effectiveness of an information retrieval 
system is due more to the appropriateness of the key words than the 
subsequent processing. 
After the key words are selected, it is poasibla to relate the 
response pattern of individual document& to the key words. Assuming 
there are K key words and individual documents that will respond 
positively or negatively, a K - valued vector of +'s or O's will be 
generated. 
TABLE II 
RESPONSE PATTERN 
+ 
0 
+ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
With a given set of key words, it is possible to have 2k response 
patterns. 
21 
Let the probability of an individual document responding to a key 
-· word be l . 1 • where i • 1,2 • • • I keywords. The latent class 
model farther assumes the document population can be divided into•• 
mutually exclusive, subpopulations (classes) where OC denotes a 
subpopulation. 
oc Next, let V be the probability of an individual document being 
randomly drawn from the OCTh sub-population, OC • 1.2 • • • M. Also, 
let Xoc be the probability of a document from the OC .th. subpopulation 
-oc ex: 
responding positively to the i,Sh keyword, where It • 1 - Xi denotes 
a negative response. The probability that a document drawn from the 
CX::- ~ claas will match both keyword I and J positively is given by 
xoc 11· 
Therefore. the prob~ility of obtaining a given response pattern 
to the keywords is the sum of the products of a probability of belong-
ing to a latent class Voe and the probability of responding positively, 
xoc • 
(5) 
where i • 1.2 ooo Io 
The latent class analysis is fundamentally the problem of solving the 
above series of accounting equati.ons for the calculated values of V's 
and X's. Matrix methods for solution of the accounting equations is 
available by Doyle (7). With a m-dimenaional matrix, the computational 
load on the computer is not too severe when the upper limit of two 
m x m matrices does not exceed the computer storage. The matrix method 
gives a solution for the roots of the m~ degree determinental equation. 
TABLE III 
LATENT STRUCTURE 
Latent Class Probability of Class Probability of Response I 
I 
1 2 3 4 
1 vl xl 1 
xl 
2 
xl 
3 
xl 4 
2 v2 x2 x2 1 x2 
1 2 x3 4 
Table II shows the tabulation of estimated probabilities, V for 
probability of class and X for probability of response. An example 
of documents which is to be divided into two classes is assumedo The 
classes are documents dealing with computer automated instruction and 
those not directly related to this topico The response key words 
choosen as representative of the class are: 
lo Computer 
2o Automated 
3o Teaching 
4o Deviceso 
Mr. Baker warns that "The determination of appropriate key words to 
identify each document is a problem of major dimensions for which an 
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adequate solution does not presently exist." 
Before determining the document reaponses. the estimated pro~abil-
ities of the key words in relation to each class. 
TABLE IV 
ESTIMATED LATENT STRUCTURE 
Latent Class Probability of Class Probability of Response 
1 2 3 4 
1 .6 .9 .1 .7 .6 
2 .4 .3 .l .2 .1 
'lbe values in Table III are the probability estimates of th~ key words 
reaponsing should a document belong to the latent claas. For example• 
th4t word "computer" has a high probability ext • . 9 ) of occurring 
if the document is pertinent to Class 1 (category of documents dealing 
with computer automated instruction). 
'• 
Given a response of• 
0 
+ 
+ 
0 
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the resulting accounting equation in (4) becomes, 
The example latent structure gives the following value. 
1000 (.6) (1-.9) (.7) (.7) (1-.6) + 1000 (.4) (1-.3)(.1)(.2)(1-.1) 
or 
11.76 + 5o04 • 16.80 
The probability of this response in Class 1 is 
p • 
l 
11.76 
11.76 + 5.04 
• .700 
(7) 
It is necessary to choose a threshold value for the probabilities in 
order to determine in which class a calculated probability is to be 
assigned. 
Association Factor 
Stiles (11), whose work in association factors relates to the use 
of statistical associations betw~en the terms manually assigned to 
documents, has also considered the same technique for automatic index-
ing and classification. 
The general procedure requires that manually indexed files be 
processed against an expanded list of request terms and followed with 
a modified chi-square test to grade the relevancy of the retrieved 
doc\lllents. This teat requires the co-occurrence frequencies, between 
each term used in indexing the documents and each request term be 
deterndned and used in the following formula (7) for determining the 
relative frequencies of the co-occurring terms. 
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(8) 
[ ( I f N - AB I - N/2 )2 N ] 
-------------- • Association Factor 
AB (N - A) (N - B) 
Where A is the number of documents indexed by one term; B is the 
number of documents indexed by a second term; f is the number of 
documents indexed by the combination of both terms; and N is the total 
number of documents in the collectiono This formula is a form of the 
cl)i-square formula using the marginal values of the 2 x 2 contingency 
table and the Yates' correction for small samples. 
Patterns of term co-occurrence can then be developed in the sense 
of term-profiles which show, for each term, the more significant of 
its associational values in pairing with other ,terms in the collection. 
For example, the number of times various terms have occurred with 
the term "Friction" to index a document were ·counted and the most 
frequent were: 
TABLE V 
TERM FREQUENCIES 
Term Frequency 
Theory 7 
Film 6 
Crystal 5 
Metal s 
Thin s 
Transfer 4 
Clutch 3 
Wear 2 
Although• the word "Theory" occurred the moat number of timea• 
it is obvious that "Theory" is no more related to "Friction" than to 
any other word about which there might be a theory. 
To determine the relative frequency. tha above formulation is 
applied to each of the term paired with "Friction." and the list 
becomes as follows: 
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TABLE VI 
ASSOCIATION FACTOR EXAMPLE 
Term f A B Association Factor 
Wear 
Thin 
LubricatiOD 
Belt 
'l'heory 
2 
5 
2 
1 
7 
4 
49 
9 
2 
2 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
J.35 
3.31 
J.oo 
2. 70· 
Neg. 
For example, substituting the conditions of the word "Wear" into 
Equation 7 and u,,.tng N • 105 , th• calculation is as follows: 
[(I: x 105 4 x 25 I - l~ )~ ] Los10 
x 25 (105 - 4) (105 
-
25) 
Log 10 
(4009) • 3.35 
Now• the word "Theory" has dropped much lower and the word "Wear" 
has risen to the top even tbough it occurred only twice in association 
with "Friction." .., Anyone interested in friction would probably be 
interested in th}! documents indexed by "Wear" and those indexed under 
"Lubrication." 
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The Association Factor analysis by computers has one serious 
drawback• the relatively small matrix size which can be accommodated 
in the pre.sent computers. The IBM 7090 can work with a 1200 x 1200 
as•ociation matrix but even this sorely limits the vocabulary and the 
document file. New matrix techniques and larger computer storage may 
provide new applications for the aasociation factor technique. 
Summary of Indexing 
Th• techniques of automatic indexing pr•ented in thia chapte1 
are not, in themselves, solutions to the problem of mechanized index-
ing. The author is convinced that this problem will be solved, 
possibly using an expanded version of one of the above techniques. 
From the present state-of-the-art. the solution will require either a 
breakthrough in computer equipment with extremely large and faater 
memories or a new technique which will effectively extract and compile 
more accurate indexes. 
The author's IR system (Chapter V) uses the generally accepted 
form of manual indexing and allowing the use of a flexible vocabulary, 
a concept first advanced by Luhn (4). 
CHAPTER III 
STORAGE 
In computer information retrieval, the storage of information is 
the major factor in developing an operational systemo The speed with 
which a retrieval system can access the stored information is usually 
the determining factor in the success or failure of the systemo This 
chapter discusses the techniques and procedures which affect comput er-
ized storage. 
File Organizat ion 
Assuming 9 the document to be stored is now r epresent ed by a 
reference number and a list of keywords (terms) 9 there are only two 
basic methods of organizing a fileo 
1. Look-up f ile - a typical file in which the keywords 
are stored under t he reference numberso 
2. Inverted file= a fi l e in which all t he reference 
numbers of documents containing a partic1!1lar term 
are stored under that t ermo 
Advantages of the look- up file are mainly due to t he cohesiveness 
of a logical set, while those of t he inverted fil e are mainly due to 
the search strategies of t erm=or i ented retrieval t echniques o 
It is the opinion of this writer that t he additional advantages 
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in computer processing offered by the inverted file outweigh the look= 
up fileo Some of these advantages will be dis©ussed in the Statisti©al 
Information Retrieval (SIR) system description (Chapter 1/)., 
Storage in a computer system is usually limited to magneti© tape 
(or drum) and random=access core memoryo The core=type storage is very 
limited; therefore 9 most IR systems require magnetic tape storage (a 
technique for IR storage and retrieval on random=access disc storage 
is discussed in the section titled 00 Predestined Storage 00)" Storage on 
tape is of the sequential=type and the file organization must refle@t 
the search-strategy used .. An example of the tape arrangement for an 
inverted file is given in Figure lQ 
Keyword A 
Index l 
Index 2 
Index 3 
Keyword B 
Index l 
Figure 80 Magnetic Tape Format 
· for an Inverted 
File 
The greatest saving in computer run times are found :tn. the file 
organization on tape and sear~h=strategy used. in the systemo The best 
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configuration with an inverted file is to arrange both the keywords on 
tape and the keyworda in the inquiry in the same order. This arrange-
ment allOW'a only the first inquiry keyword to be used until a comparison 
ie made or it excedes the arrangement order. then the second inquiry 
keyword ie used for the next comparison without having to backspace 
the tape. This technique allows a complete search in one pass. 
With tape file. another great savings in computer time is accom-
plished by compressing the stored information. as l!llcb as practical• 
and still obtain the desired results. Methods vary. but most involve 
. 2 
some type of coding. The code can be the standard BCD representation 
for alpha-numeric symbols or more complex t,legraphic codea. Another 
technique developed for the IR aystem used in this theaia uses an 
algorithm which automatically creates a "folded-word sum" code .. 
Folded-Word Sum Algorithm 
The development of the folded-word sum algorithm began with the 
realization that an IR system did not need to maintain the index terms 
on file in a legible form. The only necessary condition is the same 
code must be generated each time the indentical keyword term is intro-
duced in the algorithm. The code generated is sufficient for locating 
the same term in storage. 
Words and phrases encountered in an IR system can vary and• in 
technical literature• may excede 30 or 40 alphabetical characters. 
2 BCD - Binary-coded decimal is a standard code representing alpha-
numeric characters and used throughout the computer industry (for 
example Tis 63 octal or 110011 binary) .. 
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Words of this length would require 6 or 7 machine word3 expressed in 
BCD coda. Not only would words of this length require excessive 
processing time• but would occupy considerably more space on magpetic 
tape. Thi• problem is solved with a progr811111ed algorithm which 
simply divides the word into six BCD-character lengths• and folds 
the len&ths into an accumulative sum of 36-bite or one machine word. 
Thie &um is termed a "folded-word sum." 
The folded-word sum technique is totally a concept of the author 
and no reference to this type of compression and storage of information 
has been found to dateo 
A detailed example of this algorithm is given. in Cb.Apter V. 
Storage and retrieval are closely related or interrelated. In 
order to minimize search time during the retrieval of stored informa-
tion. it is logical to attempt to store information in a known or 
prescribed location. When using storage .facilities which provide for 
4 
random access• it is desirable to go directly to a pertinent concept 
or area of interest• rather than search through the entire file. 
starting at the first. This technique of direct access can be 
extended to any element of a file, as is practical and economical. 
3Machine word is a term used to describe the basic internal 
word-length acceptable to the computer. The IBM 7094 word-length is 
36 binary bits or 6 BCD digits. 
4Random access refers to a storage ability which allows the 
system to directly access any stored information provided the known 
address or location symbolo 
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The new equipment, with the advent of disc memory5, provide large• 
random-access storage. The following section is a mathematical pro-
cedure and algorithm for the "predestined storage" of information. 
Predestined Storage 
In this section, the author expands the concept of multidimen-
sional addressing by Hellerman (12) and converts the technique for use 
in predestined storage of information. The vector mathematics are 
from Hellerman (12) and the coded term and storage modulation are the 
author'• concepts for predicting storage locations from the generated 
term codes. 
Assuming, for the present, an element of information is given in 
coded form for storage in the random-access memory of a computer. The 
objective of this procedure is to store the coded term in a location 
which is prescribed by the term itself and, then, re-locate the 
storage position and make it available to the system. 
Coded Term 020102 
To locate, the coded term is partitioned into !!. separate integers. 
n • 3 (02,01,02) 
Now, con~ider these values as the indexes of an n-dimensional 
(n • 3) array denoted by A, an element of which is denoted by Ai o 
Soisc memory is a bank of mechanically rotated plates on which 
electromagnetic spots are used for storing numerically coded data. 
Read ''heads" riding on each disc allows direct access to the stored 
data. 
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Here.! is a vector of indexes whose !l elements are i 0 , 11, ..... -i(n-l)., 
Therefore. from the coded term: 
and the vector. 
i • 
i • 02 2 
(02,01,02) 
For an-dimensional array A, a vector .x, may be defined, each of 
whose elements is the largest number plus one which the corresponding 
element of 1 can assume. Thus, the j ,Sh. element of .!. gives the number 
of units in the j l!!_ coordinate of the array. For example, the 
elements of.! are considered the largest, thus: 
In order to project the vector of array A into the linear array 
of addressed-memoryp a vector! is assumed which contains the elements 
of A. To insure uniqueness, a convention is adoped in which! consists 
of a particqlar ordering of the elements of A wherein successive 
values of i 1 correspond to succesive values of a, an index overs. n- - ... 
In general, successive values of ik correspond to increments in.!. of 
for K < n-1. (8) 
The dimension of.! is given by the product sum of .x, in Equation (9). 
(9) 
(s) d • (3) (2) (3) "" 18 elements 
The problem is: Given an array A. obtain for any element 
specified by its index vector!.• the single index value.!.• such that 
where a can be considered a storage address. 
- . 
W:f.tb the above parameters. it can be shown from similar vork by 
Hellerman (12) that ..!. can be formulated (lQ) aa: 
n-2 n-2 
' ' 1 I 
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a .. I ij t ~r·1r \ I 11 . ) \) t1L vlt+l + 1 n-~ (10) j•o k•j 
where n • dimension of storage vector 
j • elements of the ve.ctor .!,Corre.spOAd1.n:g· to elements of !o 
k - index of i to correspond with increments irl. a. 
- -
Evaluating the equation. (10) for n • 3• which. is sufficient for 
information storage systems• gives the location..!. in tern1S of vector 
.! and .!..: 
(11) 
To find an address.! froma vector.! requires (n-1) multiplications 
and (n-1) additionso This does not count the evaluation of 
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since it must be evaluated only once for any one dimension. From the 
example, where: 
i • (02 ,02 ,02) 
n • 3 
Equation (10) givess 
a • (02) (02) (03) + (01 (03) + (02) 
12 + 3 + 2 • 17 
this is the maximum as limited by the example, and Table VII contains 
the values of a for the coordinates less than the maximum 
-
1 • (2, 1, 2) • 
TABLE VII 
VECTOR - LOCATION EXAMPLES 
i a i a i a 
000 0 100 6 200 12 
001 1 101 7 201 13 
002 2 102 8 202 14 
010 3 110 9 210 15 
011 4 111 10 211 16 
012 5 112 11 212 17 
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Using the "folded-word sum" algorithm with the above storage 
technique would give access to a position containing the "indirect 
addresa" of the required information. But, in practice. this technique 
has a problem - sums generated by the folded-word algorithm are not 
in sequence, thus giving a large array with many unused positions., To 
more efficien.tly employ this technique on the computer• a modulation 
procedure is required which will compress the storage positions in the 
array. For example. the array (n • 2) of maxi'lllUtl vector (v • s. 5) would 
store 'a number (i • s, 3) as shown in Figure 9: 
l 
1 
3 
4 
5 
2 3 
; 
z 
y 
I x 
4 5 
Xis position 
of (S.3) 
Figure 9~ Modulated Array 
To modulate this number by (5) would cause it to be stored in 
(4, 3) as shown by Y in Figure 9. This modulation procedure would be 
indexed• one count for each modulation. until an occupied position was 
found aad the index stored for the laat unoccupied poa:f.tion. The 
procedure would limit the unused poa:ltiou in an array to a lllinimum 
and allow a limited memory to handle very large arrays. Retrieval 
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. procedures would alao be needed to compare the poaitiOD and :I.ta index. 
'1'be cancept of predestined storage has not been completely 
evaluated in tbe field of Information Retrieval. but the a~thor feels 
thi• concept offers some significant advantages for Ia system on 
raildaaa-acc:eaa equiplll81lt. 
CHAPTER V 
RETRIEVAL 
The retrieval of information can be divided into two separate 
areas, the retrieval search strategy and the retrieval logico The 
following discussion of these areas is centered around the 00 coordina.te 
concept 90 technique of information retrievalo 
Coordinate Concept 
Most computer retrieval systems used the keyword concept approach 
to information retrievalo Some refer to this approach as 10 coordinate 
concepts 00 and others as 00 conceptual convergence9 °0 but all involve 
keywords either extracted from the documents or selected from a 
prepared list (vocabulary)o 
In a coordinate concept system 9 the document index can be consid= 
ered to be stored in an n=dimensional space with the coordinate of its 
position being the 00 keywords 00 or 00 conceptso 0° For example'il a d©cmnent 
titled '9Physical Properties of Polyethylene 00 may have the foll~wi.ng 
keywords& 
polyethylene 
tensile strength 
melt indexo 
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Looking at 3-dimenaional apace, its positional coordinates can be. 
diagrammed 8- shown in Figure 10. 
POLYETHYLENE 
/ 
/ 
/ 
f-
l 
tST 
----71 
J / .!_...../ POSITION OF 
~ DOCUMENT INDEX. 
- --<f I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
,-----------~-- 2ND 
MELT INDEX 
I / 
I / 
_j,/ 
TENSILE 
STRENGTH 
Figure 10• Coordinate Concepts 
Thus, the coordinates give the conceptual content of different docu-
manta uniquely different storage positions. 
Figure 10 is an anology for the discussion of coordinate concepts. 
The actual first-step retrieval procedure in computer systems ia 
matching keyword concepts of an inquiry with the keyword concepts of 
stored information. 
Retrieval Search Strategy 
The initial-search for matching keyword concepts is the most 
varied and dependent procedures of a retrieval system. The search 
depends on file organization, type of indexing, retrieval te~nique 
and the equipment to be used. For the purpose of this thesis• the 
discussion will be limited to search strategies used in computer 
systems. 
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In a computer system, the search strategy is all important• since 
the t:f.me required to match inquiries is directly effected by the 
amount of stored information which must be processed. To have an 
efficient computer retrieval, the search time must be kept to a minimum. 
Most current computer IR systems use magnetic tape, and, since tape 
slows the speed of computers, the tape operations are the key to an 
efficient system. For example, in file organization, the inverted file 
offers a distinct advantage in sequencial tape storage because the 
file keywords can be stored in a particular order and the inquiry 
keywords in the same order, thus allowing the search to terminate after 
the last keyword is found or exceededo This procedure requires that 
the tape only be processed one time. In another example, the informa• 
tion stored may only be indexed with a fixed vocabulary of limited 
terms and it may be more efficient to store the information on tape :.l.n 
order of use-frequency; ioe., the most used keywords occurring first on 
the tape. In random-access storage, the search strategy takes on a 
new set of conditions as discussed in Chapter III. 
Retrieval Logic 
Information retrieval logic is applicable to Boolean symbolism. 
For example 9 since the document reference number is stored under each 
of the keywords used to describe its content• the document will be 
available for retrieval at multiple-levels of "pertinency." 
IST PERTINENCY LEVEL 
~ PERTINENCY LEVEL 
3RD PERTINENCY LEVEL 
,-~~~~~~~ 
Figure 11. 
X UNWANTED DOCUMENTS 
0 REQUIRED DOCUMENTS 
Pertinency Levels 
Using the earlier example on polyethylene, all documents within the 
first pertinency level would have "polyethylene" as a keyword, The 
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second pertinency contains only those docu•nta having both "poly-
ethylene" and "tensile strength." The third pertinency level eontd.ns 
the document or do~uments having all three keywords. Figure 11 shows 
.the most pertinent document aa inclw,ive in the inner pertineuc;Y lewl. 
but this does not reduce the pert:tnency of the other documents. They 
would be ranked and shown at their proper pert~cy level. 
'l'ba basic logic used in any retrieval system is the "aqid'' logic. 
For example• the inquirer migbt want to retrieve all documents contain-
ing the concepts• "X and Y .. " This logic is usually accomplished by the 
simple matching or comparing of the keywords in the document indexea· 
with those requested by the inquirer. Tb4refore. the first retrieval 
operation is to compare the request keyword concepts w1.th the keywords 
in the file• and when a match is obtained• the. docu.ment indexes under 
the keyword are stored as vectors in the computer memory for .further 
processing.. After a set of vectors (termed the ''keyword matrix") has 
been generated by matching keywords• the matrix forms the basis for 
the remaining logic. 
Search Keywords 
KWl KW2 KW3 
Il I2 Il 
Document I3 13 I2 
Indexes 
15 I3 
Figure 12. Keyword Matrix 
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Figure 12 is a representation of the Keyword Matrix as it may 
appear in the computer memory. Assuming only three search keywords 
and five document indexes. the matrix indicates as a result of the 
"and" logic that documents t 1, t 3 and t 5 contain the keyword (KW1). 
The matching keywords for the other documents are shown. A simple 
search ot this relatively small matrix (internal searching in a laraa-
acale computer is extremely fast and a matrix of 20,000+ positions can 
be processed in a fraction of one minute) will give the number of 
keywords matches for e•ch documents 
Index Matches 
Il 2 
12 2 
13 3 
14 0 
15 l 
The third index has the most matches and would be ranked as the most 
pertinent of .. the documents. The index I 4 is not shown in Figure 10 
and is not considered pertinent to the inquiry. 
If more sophisticated logic is required, it can be accomplished 
by manipulating the keyword matrix. For example, if the inquiry 
specified that KW2 is a synonym of KW1• the system puts the indexes in 
vector for KW2 under KW1 and considers the keywords as one. The 
synonym and the "or" logic are the same in all respects. 
Another possible logic which is accomplished in the keyword matrix 
is termed "except" logic. The inquiry is conditioned to retrieve 
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docU111ents when they are indexed by X, but only if they do not cmtain 
Y • tf the keyword KW2 in Figure 10 is tagged with an ''except" code I 
this causes the exaple to retrieve documents containing KW1 and KW3 
except those containing KW2• The system processes the indexes -.der 
KW2 against all the other indexes and eliminates any that match. With 
these conditions• only t 1 and I5 remain eligible for retrieval. 
The logic termed ''necessary" is the counter-logic of the "except." 
In the example, if ICW2 is tagged as ''necessary," the system checks the 
other indexes and only those which also occur under KW2• This logic 
:ls.very important :.f.n the detailed files where it allows more complex 
inquiries to be processed. The "necessary" conditions severely limits 
the file and causes the remaining conditims to be more selective. 
Summary of Retrieval 
The logic of retrieval ia well established and the techniques 
shown in the preceding sections are used in. several IR systems (13). 
Important to the system efficiency, are the procedures that the 
designer chooses to accomplish the desired logic. The procedures 
must take advantage of the computer equipment, the type of indexing and 
the resulting output. 
The procedures discussed in this chapter are those of the author 
and were designed for use on an IBM 7094 computer syetem. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SIR SYSTEM 
In this chapter, an existing information retrieval system is 
described and sample results are showno The Statistical Information 
Retrieval (SIR) system was developed by the author for the Research 
and Development Department of Phillips Petroleum Company and has proved 
to be a successful production system the past three yearso The system 
concept and programming specifications were initiated in October9 1961~ 
with the first functioning program running pilot tests in March9 1962., 
A series of modifications were made~ including multiple=search capabili= 
ties and an edit routineo 
System Design 
The SIR program is designed as a general=purpose information 
retrieval system capable of storing and retriev.ing an:y- i:nfo:rmation 
index which can be expressed in key collll©epts or keywordso The system 
is mainly for document retrieval., but it can also be used on keyword 
indexes derived from engineering drawings or other ©lassifiable itemso 
'fhe flow diagram in Figure 13 shows the general flow of the 
information in the computer systemo Two separate., but interrelated 
paths are formed-= storage processing and retrieval pro©essingo 
4,6 
GENERATE INP"UT TRANSMIT KEYWORDS 
KEYWORDS TO CARDS P'OR IN"1T 
STORA1 IIE 
INDEX I INDEX 2 
-
KW1 KWt 
KWz KWz '-" ~ KW3 KW3 ( KEYWORD CARDS RETRIEVAL PRINTOUT 
REQUEST NO. DATE 
SUBMITTED BY KEYWORD 
RANK INDEX MATCHES TITLE 
...... IBM 7094 I 1, x 
_.., COMPUTER 2 lz x ....... 
3 13 x 
-
. 
. 
GENERATE INQUIRY TRANSMIT KEYWORDS ~ 
KEYWORDS TO CARDS FOR IMPUT 
INQ UIRY SEARCH I SEARCH 2 
-
KW 1 'KWt - -
KWz KWz i ~ . ( . . KEYWORD CARDS 
Figui• 13. SIR Syat.a l'low Di.agEm 
-i:-
-...J 
Stoiage Processing 
The keyword indexes of information to be filed are comp~led on 
data-foms (Figure 14) by the inc:lexer. Using the simple example of 
a document titled "Physical Properties of Polyethylene," the title 
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is printed in space provided after the asterisk in Column 19. The 
keywords "polyetbylene 9 " "tensile strength" and "melt index" follow, 
always starting in column 19 of the punched cardo The role indieator 
"H" assigned "polyethylene" mark$ this keyword as the major topic and 
·the indicator "G" on. the other keywords qualifies them as physical 
properties. 
At the top of the page •. the· index n.umbet:,. <late·. and cliv~ion 
are assigned. The index or reference number must be p1.111cbed in the 
first 18 columns of each card, relating it to the item being stored. 
After the storage data-forms are keypunched, the cards are 
batched in 5000 cards or less storage r1.111s. These are transmitted to 
magnetic tape and processed with the storage routine. The routine 
performs the following functionsi 
lo Before the keywords are processed, the title and index 
uumber are written directly on an intermediate title 
tape. These are accumulated for several batches and 
then sorted onto an up-dated title tape in order of the. 
index numbers. An option on the retrieval routine 
uses this tape to print the titles for documents 
retrieved. 
2. Each keyword (which is now represented in the computer 
in BCD code) is processed through the folded-word sum 
SUBMITTED BY: c PAR·'- ().t-..1.C:. DATE:~ • ( () - 6 6 
~EPOR:ffiW /pr NUMBER ~ O 4.4; Q._ BLANKS A-E FIRST 1 8 SPACES 
IP. , ,1 ,2,3,R,6,5,R, , I ON EACH CARD INDEX: I I I I I I 
TIT-LE: 1 18 PROG, NO, 
• PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Of POLYETHYLENE 
• 
• 
POLYETHYLENE H 
TENSILE STRENGTH G 
MELT INDEX G 
75 ao 
• TO BK .. UNCHm IN 19-COLUMN OP' 1£>.CH TITLE CARD• 
FIGURE 14. STORAGE DATA SHEET 
algorithm. The keyword is broken into six-letter incre-
ment& and the logical sum of the increments is used to 
represent the code for that keyword. For example: 
BUTANE DEHYDROGENATION 
First, all unnecessary symbols such as spaces between 
words, commas, periods etc. are eliminated. 
BUTANEDBHYDROGENATION 
Next, the term is chopped into six-letter increments 
and stacked. 
BUTANE 
DEBYDk 
OGENAT 
ION 
'lbe BCD code for the word appears as follows: 
22 64 63 21 45 25 
24 25 30 70 24 51 
46 27 25 45 21 63 
31 46 45 
35 66 75 56 02 51 Folded-word 
sum. 
The BCD increments are logically summed into the abo•e 
octal code. The computer actually has this sum as a 
36-bit binary machine word. 
the folded-word sum is unique for all words 6 characters 
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or less in length. For longer words, the sum is near-
unique. the probability of two different words generating 
the same sum is approximately 1 in over 34 billion (since 
the vord •um is a ~ar-random generation of a biaary 
number of 236 , the actual probability approaches 1 in 
36 2 or 68 billion). Due to the relatively low probability 
with seven-character words, the author chooses to reduce 
the probability ratio to 1 in 34 billion. To date, the 
system baa not encountered any two words having the 
same sum. 
3. After all the folded-word sums are generated, the &\llDS 
and their related index numbers are sorted into numerical 
order by the keyword sums. Since the magnetic tape 
file ia also filed in numeric order, the keyword sums 
to be stored can be processed one at a time and, 
consequently• do not require backspacing. 
4. To actually place the information on tape, the first 
storage keyword (the smallest keyword sum) is compared 
with the keyword sums from the tape file. This procedure 
continues until the keyword sum to be stored matches 
or is exceeded by the keyword sums from the tape. If 
there is a match, the index number of the keyword to 
be stored is written on the tape in the matching 
keyword sumo If the keyword sum to be stored is exceeded 
without a match, the keyword sum is inserted and its 
index number is placed under the sum. this procedure 
creates the inverted file on tape. 
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s. After the new up-dated keyword and title tapea have been 
generated• the magnetic tapes are placed in the tape 
library. The current tape and the two preceding tapes 
are kept as back-up for this file. The cards are also 
placed in permanent storageo These precautions are 
taken because of the effort and expense required to 
generate the large volume of information stored in this 
type of file. 
Retrieval 
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An inquiry for information can originate in numero\lS places• but 
the SIR system requires all inquiries to be processed through 
specialized personnel. Figure 15 shows the general path an inquiry 
might take, starting with the original request and ending with his 
answer. 
An example inquiry may be stated, "What are the effects of 
antj.oxidant level, specifically AO 2246, on the physical properties 
of SBR. 1500 type polymers?'' Personnel then choose the keywords which 
best express this inquiry and put the words on the retrieval data 
form in Figure 160 This data.form has as the ~irst card the control 
data for the retrieval. Shown on this header card are: 
1. The individual or group making the request. 
2. The person who prepared the inquiry. 
3. The code that indicates tpe particular file to be 
searched. 
4. The limit of the search (the year back to whicl\ 
the search is required). 
DOCUMENT 
CARD 
ORIGINAL 
REQUEST 
REVIEWED BY 
SPECIALIZED 
INFORMATION 
PERSONNEL 
IBM 7094 
COMPUTER 
PERTINENT 
DOCUMENT 
OUTPUT 
SPECIALIZED 
INFORMATION 
PERSONNEL 
Figure 15. Retrieval Procedures 
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FILE TAPE 
TITLE TAPE 
DICTIONARY 
TAPE 
LIBRARY 
HUDERCA~0~~fY.~· ~ -<. -<.v 4 o~ O -<.' ,,, -1' ~ ~ ,f "J ,-<. -<.o !t.-o o ~ i; "-'" ~o ~.J.. ".!'o ,l "-' o 
~,!' •• .!'"' •• .:.,I'~ • .,,~ :.{.rl' ~:/' ·-0"'-~'"',,,~ 
IRE52 MAW P55 16 11 5 31j 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
19 24 29 33 35 36 41 44 47 
CO\UMN I KEYWORDS PROG, NO. 
A~ 2246 K 
- CYAN~X SS K -
A~ 2246 D 
- CYAN ~X SS D -
A~ 2246 LEVEL F 
- A~ 2 246 C~NCENTRATl~N F 
- CYAN~X SS C~NCENTRATl~N F 
ANTl~XIDANT LEVEL F 
ANTl~XIDANT H 
M~DULUS G-
TENSILE G 
- TENSILE STRENGTH G 
-
EL~NGATl~N G 
SBR 1500 I 
BUTADIENE C~PlslLYMER K 
STYRENE C~P~LYMER K 
19 76 BO 
COLUMN 1 ! • l"OR SYNONYM 
+ !"OR NECESSARY 
FIGURE 16. RETRIEVAL DATA SHEET 
s. The total number of keywords to be search•d• 
6. '1'be number of effective keywords remaining without 
a,nonyms. 
7, 'l'he number of synonyms to be searched. 
8. The minimum n~er of keyword matches required for 
retrieval. 
9. The indicator for the title option on those 
document retrieved. 
Under the header card• the remaining cards are punched with the 
keywords choosen to describe the inquiry. The first column of each 
SS 
of these cards is reserved to tag the words with the approp~iate logic. 
A blank in this column. allows the "and'' logic• but the equal sign 
iadicate that the word is a synonym of the keyword preceding. The 
possible logical indicators used in this column. are: 
• synonym or "or" logic 
+ necessary 
- except 
The cards generated from this retrieval data-form must be kept in 
sequence• particularly for synonym keywords. 
The retrieval program has the functi~ of l>assing the file- on 
magnetic tape against the inquiry keywords and print out a list of 
doc?D8Ut numbers the contents of which are pertinent tot~ inquiry. 
The processing step for the retrieval program are the foll~ing: 
1. After the above input has been read in.to the computer. 
the program interprets the data on the header 'card• 
checking the number of keywords and under which option~l 
mode the program is to be run. 
2. The .first column of each keyword is checked and ti.. appro-
priate logic aaaigned the keyword for later processing. 
3. The keywords are now processed through the alg()rithm to 
generate the folded-word sum. This algorithm is the 
1ame as the one used in the storage routine and the 
word-sum generated here is the same as was generated in 
the storage routine• if the word exists in the file. 
4. Next. the keyword sums are arranged in decending 
numerical ordero 
s. The keyword sums are passed against the tape• the 
smallest sum first, seeking a matching keyword sum. 
'When the file word sum exceeds the inquiry sum, the 
program switches to the next word and continues the 
search from that pointo If the program finds a 
match, the vector of document indexes following the 
keyword is transferred to the core storage in the 
computer. 
6. After the last inquiry sum has been processed (the 
program considers the tape search complete when the 
last word-sum has been matched or the sums on file 
have exceeded the inquiry sum), the keyword matrix 
which was generated by the matching keywords in 
processedo First, the input of inquiry keywords are 
checked for logical tags and the appropriate num,ipu-
lations are performed to accomplish the logic. The 
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remaining vectol'11 are searched to detel'11line the number 
of keyword matches for each document index and these 
matches are uaed to rank the documents in order of 
the pertinency to the inquiry. 
7. '!he program now tests the indicator on the control card 
to detel'11line i{ the title option of the retrieval is 
desired• if so. the index numbers of the documents 
retrieved are processed against the title tape and the 
first fifty or less document numbers have the titles 
printed out beside them. 
8. An example of the printed output is shown in Figure 17. 
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The output listing of pertinent documents is returned to the personnel 
submitting the inquiry. These doc\Dlenta are pulled from the library 
and copies sent to the person or group who originated the inquiry. 
REQUESTED BY - RES2 
KEYWORDS SEARCHED- 16 
RANK INDEX # KEYWORDS 
1 P02840 61 R 7 
2 P02612 60R 5 
3 P02949 61R 4 
4 P02524 60R 4 
5 P02414 59R 3 
6 P02502 59R 3 
7 P02512 59R 3 
8 P02834 61R 3 
9 P02530 60R 3 
SUBMITTED BY 
# SYNONYMS 
MAW 
5 
KEYWORDS MINIMUM- 3 
STUDY OF EFFECTS OF ANTIOXIDANT LEVEL 
EVALUATION OF A02246 ANTIOXIDANT 
OIL- BLACK MASTERBATCH FOR TIRE TEST 
FILE SEARCH - P 
EFFECTIVE KW - 11 
EFFECT OF DRYING METHOD ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
ETC.* 
* REPORTS WOULD BE LISTED UNTIL PERTINENCY FELL BELOW THE KEYWORD MINIMUM. 
Figure 17. Output Format 
Vt 
ex, 
CHAPTER VI 
TESTS 9 CONCLUSIONS 9 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
An information retrieval system can be evaluated by use 9 but for 
obvious reasons the test should be made on relatively smaJ.l samples 
which can be manually che©kedo Since the results$) and thereby the 
conclusions 9 are only as valid as the tests9 the results from the 
following tests have limited validityo 
A. pilot test of 180 d©>@uments was dew'ised to evaluate both the 
indexing te©h:rdque and the @{l)m.puter ,51t,orage and retrieval systemo 
The documents were prepared using two different te@hniquea with and 
without role indicatorso Sample inquiries were submitted on the 
material indexed and the output @ompa.red with the d~@mnents whi©h were 
manually retrieved from the original d.©>©ument~o 
Using the pilot test res~lts~ re©all and rel~va.n©y ca.l@1JJ1.lations 
were madeo These @al©ulations are made usil!ig the defined relationships 
developed ~t Western Reserwe University 0s Do@mnentati~n Centero 
Re@all Noo of do@ument~ retrieved 
"" 'ii;o of do@mnenta ©>n file 
(12) 
Relevan©y N@o of do©mnent~ Eertinent 
"" Noo of' do@ume~ts ret~ieve 
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The data shown in Table VIII represents the test averages. 
TABLE VIII 
TEST RESULTS 
Including With Role 
1st Runs. Reruns Indicators 
Recall 88% 98% 98% 
Relevancy 64% 72% 84% 
Actually• the recall in Table VIII cannot be directly COlllpared 
w1:th th• ._call of other IR systems. The recall of the Statistical 
Information Retrieval system depends on two factors. the accuracy of 
indexing and the specified minimum number of matches required for 
retrieval. All systems are susceptible to indexing errors. but the 
"minimum number of matches" criterion may cause some related documents 
to be dropped from the ranking. 
Another factor. which probably had some effect on both racall 
and relevan,cy. was the research data used in the tests. This data 
required greater indexing depth than other types of data (the number 
of keyword descriptors in these tests was approximately 65 keywords 
per document) thus enabling retrieval of topical information from the 
paragraph level. 
The relevancy calculations from Formula 12 are also not strictly 
comparable with other systems. All the documents. which meet the 
"Dd.uilll\Ua number of matches" specification• are ranked and shown· as 
output.· However. only the first six documents are used, tj\us pre• 
setting the boundary conditions in the relevancy calculations. 
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Results from tests including role indicatota in Table 'VIII Jhow 
some increase ia relevancy, but moat of t~ increase can ba a~trl.~uted 
to the greater detail possible us:.f.Ag :f.ndicatora. 
Conclusions 
It can be con.eluded that the. SIR systai described in thifJ thea:ls 
is a aucce••. thi8 coaclusion is based on three years of pr~tical 
experience with an oi;erat:tonal. (Phillipa fatroleum Company) sy,rtem~ 
However, it ia not implied that the described system is optimal. 
Conaiderable additional work and devalopments are required i1l all 
areas of information retrieval. Soma of this work.is described in. 
the following conclusions and recomendatioas. 
Indexing 
Manual indexing, to date, :La the only techn.iqua accurate.for 
in,dexing research documents in depth 
indexiag (Chapter II) are not sufficient for this type of documenta-
tion. As. improved techAiques are dev.loped, automatic !n4axma will 
. . . . \ 
replace manual techniques, penetrating first the simpler indexing 
areas and gradually including detailed indexing (note that developments 
in automatic indexing will probably parallel similar developments in 
automatic translation techniques). 
The ue of role indicators in manual indexing al·J.ows: ·the· gnate-r' 
• j . • 
apecific.ati.on. md, thus• more accurate indexing. For indexing in leeil 
depth, tbe role indicator may become an UQ.Decesaary complicati~. 
Indexing with a flexible vocabulary of keywords extrac::t,.d for 
~e document reduces indexing requirements and provide~ for ~ccurate 
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retrieval on a statistical basiso The retrieval test data i-ndicates 
a favorable comparison with similar system& using a fixed vacab~lary., 
·storage iii 
The SIR system's extremely fast processing timet which is depen• 
dent on efficien.t storage. indicates the importance of file organization 
and data compression to information retrieval systemso The author 
estimates that the folded-word sum concept and file arrangement saved 
the SIR. system 6 times the processing required for a similar straight-
. fotward systemo It is only through these efficieitcies in storage that 
it becomea economical to process information retrieval systems on 
large-scale computerso 
Retrieval 
The statistical nature of information retrieval has been v,rified 
by the· SIR. systemo From the results of three years of useful produc-
tion, it can be concluded that the keywords used to described an 
inquiry and keywords used to index a pertinent document have a high 
probability of being the same keywordso 
Recommendations 
This thesis• and the information retrieval system described, are 
addressed to the. problem of the "Information Explosion'' outlined in 
Chapter Io The author" realizing the immense scope of the information 
problem, offers the SIR system as only a partial solutiono To cope 
with the complete problem, systems and equipment must be. developed to 
improve all levels on information processing and retri~valo 
' .. ' 
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Indexins 
Automatic indexing offers the only hope for processing the 
voluminous amounts of info~tion generated by this civilization. 
1ortunately, this fact :ts know and considerable effort·is in progress 
in this area. The auth.or's recommendations in this area are: 
lo Develop equipment and techniques which will automati~ally 
index written material. 
2. Establish procedures which will initiate indexing of 
docuaents at _their source 0 ioeo 0 the author-publisher 
automatically extract index tenns as the document :Ls 
pr:lntedo 
3o Encourage standardization of indexing in eac\ interest 
areao 
4o Establish servi.ce ~rganizations which index written 
Storage 
-mat•rial in each interest area and provide companies 
(institutions and individuals) the opportunity for 
purchasing the reference services, thus eliminating 
unnecessary duplication in ~ndexingo 
Large, random-access memories are the key to most information. 
storage problems, but, regardless of haw large computer memories 
become, it will be more economical to use efficient file organization 
and data. compression techniqueso the author's recommendations for 
immediate development are: 
lo Develop larger, faster and more economi.cal random-access 
computer memod.eso 
2. Coattnue to use fi1ing and comprea&iOII, techniques which 
effectively utilize random•access memories. 
3. Pursue the concept of "Predestined Storage" which the 
author feels bas considerable promise in the in~orma~ion 
retrieval fieldo 
lbltdeval 
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Due to their close iaterrelatic:n, the retrieval aspect will be 
beaefitted by any advances made in either indexing or storage. ~owever, 
the new developments in indexing and storage will usually incteas~ the 
complexity of retrieval. For example, the statistical nature of 
automatic indexing techniques will require additional interpretation 
anct, therefore, more complex retrieval systems. The author's 
recommendation in .this area is to keep the retrieval process as simple 
as possible, as it is the only portion of the system which must be 
repeated with each inquiryo Because of this iterative nature, the 
author recommends placing the burden of statistical interpretation 
on the indexing portion of the information retrieval system. 
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